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Goal
The main goal of this project is to understand the physical condition controlling the 2011 M9
Tohoku megathrust eartqhuake along the Japan Trench subduction zone. We performed 3-D
spontaneous dynamic rupture modeling of this big earthquake by using the explicit finite element code EQdyna integrated with complex fault geometry and rate- and state- dependent
friction law to get insights into the fundamental physics of this specific case of megathrust
earthquake which may shed light on megathrust earthquake prediction along subduction
zone in the future.
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Irregular geometry of fault surface induces alteration of local stress state. Non-parallelism of
fault surface and fault motion direction causes
1additional extention or compression to regional
5.1stresses. We assumed a 80m slip for long-term
2- plate subduction and applied dynamic relaxation
technique to obtain stress anomaly induced by
5.2such geometrical complexity.
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Background

Figure 3. Schematic plot of geometry complexity on fault and assumed
sense of motion of the lower plate denoted by the red arrow.
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The Mw 9.0 Tohoku megathrust earthquake on 11 March 2011 is a great surprise to the scientific community due to its unexpected occurrence on the subduction zone of Japan Trench
where earthquakes of magnitude ~7 to 8 are expected based on historical records. Slip distribution and kinematic slip history inverted from seismic data, GPS and tsunami recordings
reveal two major aspects of this big event:
1. A strong asperity near the hypocenter. High Vp anomalies [Zhao et al., 2011] and low
Vp/Vs anomalies [Yamamoto et al., 2014] there strongly suggest some kind of
topographic relief exists there responsible for the large slip asperity.
2. Unexpected large slip near the trench which results in significant uplift at seafloor and
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Results

Outline
• Introduction: Initial fault stress (pre-stress) in dynamic rupture
models
• 2D multicycle dynamic models of geometrically complex faults
• Methodology
• Idealized models: bend, stepover, branch
• A real case: the Aksay bend along the Altyn Tagh Fault

• Recent efforts on 3D dynamic earthquake simulators
• Concluding remarks

Ingredients in a dynamic rupture model
• Harris et al. (2009):

• Pre-stress (initial stress) is one of three essential ingredients, probably
least constrained but very important!

Common practices in assigning initial stresses
• Typically, a uniform regional stress field is assigned and is then
resolved onto different fault segments. E.g.,
KAME ET AL.: DYNAMIC FAULT BRANCHING

Kame et al. (2003): dynamic branching
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Common practices in assigning
initial stresses (cont’d)

Specifying Initial Stress for Dynamic Heterogeneous Earthquake Source Models

D. D. Oglesby, D. S. Dreger, R. A. Harris, N. Ratchkovski, and R. Hansen
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• Earlier/some models: homogeneous stresses on all fault
segments.
• Self-similar initial stresses: mainly for ground motion prediction.
• Ad-hoc heterogeneous initial stresses to re-produce rupture
patterns of real events.
•…

Figure 13.

Shear and yield prestresses for the
heterogeneous stress model (model
PREFERRED in Table 4) plotted along the dashed line
in Figure 12. Yield stress can be thought of as a proxy
for normal stress. Note that this stress field is far more
heterogeneous than is attributable to any unmodeled
geometrical effects in this fault system.
preferred

Oglesby et al.
(2004): the 2002
Denali model

Figure 12. Prestress pattern for the preferred heterogeneous stress model (model PREFERRED in Table
4). The region near the intersection of the Denali and
Totschunda faults has the same stress field as model
TECT. Stress patches are labeled as in Table 4. The
dashed line denotes the line along which the stresses
are plotted in Figure 13. The fault segments are continuous but for clarity are plotted with gaps between.

Figure 3.

duces a slip pattern that qualitatively matches the preferred

Slip (left) and change of shear stress (right) at the end of the dynamic calculation in five inverse
differentmodel
randomshown
realizations
of the 5. In particular, it has little
in Figure
heterogeneous high-stress model.
slip on the Susitna Glacier fault and the western two seg-

ments of the Denali fault. It also has three main areas of high

Andrews & Barall (2011): for realistic
ground-motion
prediction
slip of
onRupture
the
main Denali segment and almost no slip on the
As before, five different initial shear-stress functions
Initiation and Propagation
(generated with the same set of random seeds) is interpolated
onto a grid with a 300-m interval in a 3D dynamic code.
The final states of the five dynamic calculations of the asperity model are shown in Figure 4. Color scales are the same as
in the previous figures. The change in shear stress is shown
in the right column. Stress drop is more intense locally than
in the non-asperity case, although average stress drop is
roughly the same. Slip functions at the end of the dynamic
calculations are shown in the left column of Figure 4. The

Denali fault east of the Totschunda branch. Slip on the Totin Dynamic Calculations
schunda fault is reduced away from the intersection and is
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Figure 14.

Final slip pattern for the preferred heterogeneous stress model (model PREFERRED in Table
4). Slip abandons the Denali fault east of the fault
junction, in agreement with observations. The heterogeneous stress pattern results in a slip distribution that
qualitatively matches the inverted slip distribution in
Figure 5. The fault segments are continuous but for
clarity are plotted with gaps between.

plex and mirrors the process of the kinematic model (Fig.
8). As in the kinematic model, slip does not begin to propagate with any strength on the Denali fault until approximately 8–12 sec after nucleation on the Susitna Glacier

Is the fault pre-stress heterogeneous?
S226
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• Very likely, particularly on geometrically complex
faults.
• Models that aim to fit observed rupture & slip
patterns typically require some sort of initial stress
heterogeneity.
ESE
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AOCHI AND FUKUYAMA: A 3-D NONPLANAR SIMULATION

Oglesby et al.
(2004): the 2002
Denali model

Figure 13.

Shear and yield prestresses for the
heterogeneous stress model (model
PREFERRED in Table 4) plotted along the dashed line
in Figure 12. Yield stress can be thought of as a proxy
for normal stress. Note that this stress field is far more
heterogeneous than is attributable to any unmodeled
geometrical effects in this fault system.
preferred

Figure 12. Prestress pattern for the preferred heterogeneous stress model (model PREFERRED in Table
4). The region near the intersection of the Denali and
Totschunda faults has the same stress field as model
TECT. Stress patches are labeled as in Table 4. The
dashed line denotes the line along which the stresses
are plotted in Figure 13. The fault segments are continuous but for clarity are plotted with gaps between.

Figure 3. Maximum principal stress s1 assumed in this study. Directions (bars) are shown along the fault system
(lines). In the southern part it points to N40!E, whereas in the north it is directed to N22!E. The numbers along the
fault are the grid numbers used in the calculation. The main fault extends from 1 to 99, and the branch points are at
22, 31, 48, 54, and 65. The hypocenter (star) is located at 11.

and the critical slip displacement, respectively. The peak strength
is defined as sp ! tr + !tb. In the case of rupture propagation
along nonplanar faults the absolute levels of the constitutive
parameters, sp and !tr are strongly important [Aochi et al.,
2000a]. It is well known that these parameters are greatly
dependent on depth because of the change in temperature and
confining pressure [e.g., Scholz, 1990]. Some concepts for the
frictional properties of a strike-slip fault, based on laboratory
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inverse model shown in Figure 5. In particular, it has little
slip Landers
on the Susitna Glacier
fault and the western two segmodel
ments of the Denali fault. It also has three main areas of high

slip on the main Denali segment and almost no slip on the
Denali fault east of the Totschunda branch. Slip on the Totschunda fault is reduced away from the intersection and is
no longer the area of highest slip. Slip everywhere is significantly smoother than in the kinematic model, which could
be due to the lack of short-wavelength variation in our pre[1982, 1984] and Yamashita and Ohnaka [1992]. In addition to
stress, as well as the slip-weakening friction law that we use.
these results we include recent results from seismic analyses
and
With no local self-healing, the slip tends to mimic a spatial
experiments [Ide and Takeo, 1997; M. Ohnaka, personal
low-pass filter of the original stress distribution. The final
communication, 2000].
moment of this dynamic model is 5.1 ! 1027 dyn cm, cor[19] The peak strength sp is the most important of
con- to a moment magnitude of 7.8. This is slightly
responding
stitutive parameter. As shown in Figure 5a, above thesmaller
lowerthan our kinematic moment of 7.5 ! 1027 dyn cm.
transition depth we assume, similar to Byerlee’s [1978]
Thelaw,
prestress pattern required to produce this slip pattern is

that the peak strength increases linearly with depth. This is

Figure 14. Final slip pattern for the preferred heterogeneous stress model (model PREFERRED in Table
4). Slip abandons the Denali fault east of the fault
junction, in agreement with observations. The heterogeneous stress pattern results in a slip distribution that
qualitatively matches the inverted slip distribution in
Figure 5. The fault segments are continuous but for
clarity are plotted with gaps between.
plex and mirrors the process of the kinematic model (Fig.
8). As in the kinematic model, slip does not begin to propagate with any strength on the Denali fault until approximately 8–12 sec after nucleation on the Susitna Glacier
thrust fault. Our model has an average rupture velocity of
3.9 km/sec but is subshear as the rupture approaches the

Is the fault pre-stress heterogeneous?
(cont’d)
• Mechanical analyses show heterogeneous stress at fault complexities:
ØE.g., Stress perturbations by a fault bend in the steady state of a
viscoelastoplastic model
298

Q. Li, M. Liu and H. Zhang

Li et al. (2009)

Figure 3. (a) Deviatoric stress (the square root of the second invariant of the deviotoric stress tensor), (b) mean normal stress (compression is negative)
and (c) horizontal principal stresses of the reference model (case 1). Blue bars, compressive stresses; red bars, extensional stresses. The length of the bars is
proportional to stress magnitude.

the Drucker–Prager criterion is pressure dependent; higher compressive mean normal stress causes higher yield strength. Around
the restraining bend where the deviatoric stresses are the highest,
so are the compressive mean normal stress (Fig. 3b), thus, plastic
strain is hampered. Furthermore, as long as stresses are on the yield
envelope, plastic strain is determined by the relative motion among
portions of the model domain, instead of the magnitude of the deviatoric stress. Hence the bands of localized strain align with zones

(Fig. 4g). As the model approaches a steady state, the strain pattern
becomes stable, featuring two strain belts that are subparallel to
the fault, forming a thorough-going pathway that goes around the
restraining bend (Fig. 4h). The results in steady state are identical
to those in Fig. 2(b), although here the fault is 100 km farther away
from the left- and right-hand boundaries. Thus, the predicted strain
localization is an intrinsic consequence of the restraining bend.

How to systematically capture heterogeneous fault
pre-stresses in dynamic rupture models?
• Putting dynamic rupture models into earthquake
cycle simulations:
• Multicycle dynamic models (e.g., Dynamic earthquake
simulators)

• Stress at fault complexities will be built up over
multiple earthquake cycles in a purely elastic model.

B03304

• Some sort of stress relaxation is needed to avoid
pathological fault stress buildup at fault
complexities: off-fault deformation, aftershocks, etc.

DUAN AND OGLESBY: MULTICYCLE DYNAMICS OF NONPLANAR FAULT

B03304

Duan and Oglesby
(2005)

Figure 1. (a) Modeled fault geometry and tectonic loading direction. The distance along strike is
calculated with respect to the left end of the fault. Inward and outward walls are defined. (b) Finite
element mesh used in dynamic models. Element size on the fault is 500 m. Thick line denotes the fault.
This model region is surrounded by a large buffer region to prevent artificial boundary reflections from
traveling back to the model region. (c) Close-up of finite element mesh near the fault bend. Two end
nodes of the bend element belong to two fault segments in terms of their normal directions, respectively.

Equations (8) and (11) will be used to evaluate shear and
normal stresses on the fault during the interseismic period.
They are similar to equations used by Nielsen and

evaluate the fault stress during the interseismic period,
which is a combined result of the tectonic loading, viscoelastic relaxation due to off-fault deformation, and previous
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Figure 1: Modeled slip distributions for
multiple earthquake cycles on a bent fault,
from Duan and Oglesby, 2005. Top panels
show map of modeled fault. Residual shear
stresses from earthquakes 1 and 3 allow the
bent fault segment to rupture in earthquakes
2 and 4. Residual stress from earthquake 2
promotes a spike in slip and further
propagation of earthquake 4 into the bent
segment. Although the entire fault ruptures
in this sequence, both the frequency of
events and slip per event decrease into the
bend.
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EQdyna: An Explicit FEM Code
for Rupture Dynamics & Wave Propagation
(Duan & coworkers, 2005-2019)

rui ,tt = s ij , j + f i
Ø

Ma + Cv + Ku = F

Faulting by Traction-at-Split-Node (TSN): Day et al., 2005; Duan, 2010.
• Discontinuity of displacement
• Interaction through traction: shear traction bounded above
by frictional strength
•

Ø

Friction Laws:
Ø Slip-weakening law
Ø Slip- & rate- weakening law: Duan et al. (2019)
Ø Rate- & state- dependent law: Luo and Duan (2018)

t c = -µ (s, s,q )s n
10

SCEC Code Validation

http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws

Ø

EQdyna: FEM, Duan& co-workers (2005-2019)
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2D Multicycle Dynamics of Idealized Models
• Faults with a bend:
Duan & Oglesby (2005)
• Faults with a stepover:
Duan & Oglesby (2006)
• Faults with a branch:
Duan & Oglesby (2007)

B03304

DUAN AND OGLESBY: MULTICYCLE DYNAMICS OF NONPLANAR FAULT
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Faults with a sharp bend (kink)
• Heterogeneous fault stresses
• Initiation/termination at kinks
• Unilateral/bilateral ruptures
• Time delay at kinks
• Dynamic interaction of two
segments

B03304

Duan and Oglesby (2005)

DUAN AND OGLESBY: MULTICYCLE DYNAMICS OF NONPLANAR FAULT
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Figure 4. Shear stress (solid) and yield stress (dotted) on the fault with a 20! bend after events 1 – 30
with a viscosity of 2 ! 1021 Pa s. Yield stress drops to shear stress level when a point fails. In the long
term, a steady state develops on the fault in which a stable event pattern and a stable stress level are
observed.
right segment. For the former events, the bend appears to be event (not shown), we find that there are 15 characteristic
a barrier for rupture. In these events, the termination of cycles, with 11 including four events and the remaining
rupture at the bend results in a high shear stress level on the 4 containing six events. With the loading rate of 1.0 mrad/yr
compressive side, which facilitates the failure of the bend in in this simulation, the recurrence time between two events
the subsequent event.
varies from 510 years to 590 years in the steady state,
[28 ] It is also seen from Figure 4 that the events that with an average of 550 years. Thus the recurrence time of
rupture the entire (or almost entire) fault are quasiperiodic, the events that rupture only the left segment is 1100 years,
and the events have predictable cycles. If the two and the recurrence time of the events that rupture the
adjacent events that rupture the entire (or almost entire) entire (or almost entire) fault is 2200 years for the
fault define a characteristic cycle of earthquakes, we characteristic cycle including four events and 3300 years
find that the characteristic cycle often includes
fortectonic
theloading
characteristic
cycle
containing
six events. RecallFigure 1. (a) four
Modeledevents
fault geometry and
direction. The distance
along strike
is

2nd Cycle

Dynamic rupture can jump
across wider stepovers after a
fault system experiences many
earthquake cycles!

1st Cycle

Stepover Faults

……
20th Cycle

Duan and Oglesby (2006)

• Heterogeneous Initial stress
• Branching behavior in nonuniform prestress:
- Different branching behaviors on a fault system;
- Backward Branching in nonuniform stress field.

Stress (MPa)

Branched Faults

Distance Along Main-Fault
Strike (km)

Duan and Oglesby (2007)

92 Landers,CA

15

70

2D Multicycle Dynamics of the Aksay Bend
along the Altyn Tagh Fault: Duan et al. (2019)
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deformation is transferred from one to the other of its paired strands.
This kinematic situation enables investigation of the bend's eﬀect on
earthquake ruptures incoming from either direction (Fig. 2b). Along
single-stranded fault double-bends, the extents of prehistoric earthquake ruptures can be diﬃcult or impossible to distinguish where they
may overlap or approach one another within the bends, and where fault
slip rate is conserved from one side of the bend to the other. In contrast,
at the Aksay bend the transfer of slip between overlapping faults permits tracking of cumulative slip from ruptures that end within the bend
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maximum shear loading direction

Fig. 2. Aksay bend location map. A) Central and Eastern Altyn Tagh fault and major adjacent structures on hillshaded elevation map. Major restraining bends labeled. B) Map of fault
40
geometry and topography at Aksay bend on the eastern Altyn Tagh fault. Southern (SATF) and northern (NATF) faults labeled. SATF continues to west; NATF continues to east, as shown
in Panel A. Portion of fault with dotted line beside represents reach that ruptured in the most recent event, after Elliott et al. (2015).
rate sites presented in this paper
20 Locations of four slipmaximum
shear loading direction
labeled. C) Index map of ATF & Aksay bend location relative to Indo-Asian collision zone and Tibet-Qinghai Plateau.
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SATF event. In fact, as described further in §5.5 and the SupplementaryDistance Along x-axis (km)
Material, the AVF exhibits neither direct connectivity with the NATF
nor as high a slip rate as the SATF beyond their branching point, indicating that it is a relatively uncommonly ruptured portion of the
system and revealing the lack of regular seismic connectivity between
the SATF and NATF.
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Fig 2. Fault geometry of the Askay bend and the tectonic loading direction (the maxim

3.3. Prior slip rates on the Altyn Tagh fault

shear strain rate direction). The Aksay bend is a restraining double bend in the left-

What Kinds of Ruptures can Occur on the Fault
Over Multicycles?
• One example:
Rupture
Time (s)

Slip (m)

• Ruptured most parts of the fault system: Jumping rupture - The EQ gate opens.
• Complex rupture propagation: triggering
v Duan et al. (2019)

What Kinds of Ruptures can Occur on the Fault
Over Multicycles?
• Another example:
Rupture Time (s)

Slip (m)

• Ruptured one stem segment + some small portions within the bend: The
EQ Gate is closed.
• Slip in one event on both strands may not necessarily suggest a giant,
jumping event!

v Duan et al. (2019)

R ES E A RC H | R E PO R TS

smooth fault geometry, are likely to promote
not only supershear transition but also enhanced
dynamic weakening, larger slip, and hence its
deeper penetration. More generally, our observations show the absence of aftershocks near
regions of large deep slip, regardless of whether
the rupture was supershear or not, suggesting
that our model provides an additional explanation for the lack of aftershocks.
The relation between the microseismicity and
depth of slip in large earthquakes helps us understand historical events and evaluate potential
future earthquake scenarios on major strike-slip
fault segments. The 1857 Mw 7.9 Fort Tejon earthquake is the last major event on the SAF/San
Jacinto fault system in Southern California (7)
(Fig. 3) that ruptured the Cholame, Carrizo, and

Mojave segments (26, 27). The last major earthquake on the Coachella segment occurred in
~1690 and potentially also ruptured the San
Bernardino and Palm Springs segments (11). The
recurrence of such events poses severe seismic
hazards for Southern California. Virtually no
microseismicity is currently observed on all these
segments (Fig. 3). In light of our modeling, this
observation implies that, ~150 to ~300 years after
the previous major seismic events, the lockedcreeping transition on those segments is still
below the bottom of the seismogenic zone. To
achieve that, dynamic rupture on those segments
should have penetrated an additional depth below the seismogenic zone, at least 3 to 5 km based
on our physical model (10) and perhaps much
more. Interseismic geodetic observations indeed

suggest that the Carrizo, Mojave, and Coachella
segments are accumulating more potency deficit than other fault segments, which they are
expected to release in future events (28). Deeper
penetration of coseismic slip on the Cholame
and Carrizo segments is consistent with the inference of much larger slip at depth, of approximately 11 and 16 m, respectively, than the 3- to
6-m slip at the surface during the 1857 event
(27, 29, 30).
In summary, we suggest that the absence of
microseismicity at the bottom of seismogenic
zones points to a deeper rupture extent in recent major earthquakes, probably due to coseismic
weakening of otherwise stable deeper regions.
Furthermore, the deeper penetration may be quite
common for large events on mature strike-slip

Existing 3D Earthquake Simulators in the Community
• Lapusta and co-worker: Boundary Integral

Jiang and Lapusta (2016)

• Dieterich at UC Riverside and co-worker: RSQSim
•
•
•
•

Boundary Element
Not fully dynamic for co-seismic rupture process
Applicable for complex faults, still uniform elastic media
Being used for CA hazard analysis: UCERF

v Review: Existing Earthquake Simulators
Fig. 4. The relation between the depth extent of large earthquakes and
microseismicity in simulated earthquake sequences. (A) Model M1 has
DW (red hashed region) within the VW region (white), with ruptures confined
to the seismogenic zone (SZ). Model M2 has DW extending into the VS region (yellow), potentially allowing for deeper ruptures. VW circular patches
of smaller nucleation sizes represent fault heterogeneity at the transitional
depths. (B) Different stages in the long-term fault behavior illustrated by
snapshots of fault-slip rates on a logarithmic scale. The two models differ
in the coseismic rupture extent and the location of the locked-creeping transi-

tion with respect to the VW/VS boundary (white dashed outline), and hence in
microseismicity activity. (C) Spatial patterns of microseismicity in the postand interseismic periods of a typical large event (with coseismic slip in color),
plotted using the same method as in Fig. 2. Note the concentrated microseismicity in M1 and its near-absence in M2. (D) Time evolution of the lockedcreeping transition (red line) and seismicity depths (black dots). The blue and
red stars represent the depth of the locked-creeping transition before and after the
mainshock, respectively. The time windows equal the recurrence intervals (180
and 280 years, respectively). EQ refers to the large earthquake shown in (B).
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• Fully dynamic for co-seismic rupture process
• All other quasi-static phases: interseismic, nucleation,
postseismic
• Limited to vertical strike-slip planar faults, uniform
elastic media.

Developing 3D Dynamic Earthquake Simulators for
Complex faults
• Features: fully capture co-seismic
dynamic process on geometrically
complex faults with rate-state friction.
• One effort: based on our dynamic
FEM code EQdyna, using dynamic
relaxation technique for quasi-static
processes.

Luo et al. (2019, in revision)

Developing dynamic EQ simulator (cont’d)
• Another effort: A newly developed quasi-static FEM code (EQquasi)
+ EQdyna (Liu et al., in preparation).
• Example: a 10° smooth bend

10 °

Earthquake cycles on the bent fault

Concluding Remarks
• Fault stresses can be very heterogeneous along geometrically complex faults over
multiple earthquake cycles, and these heterogeneous stresses play a critical role in
dynamic rupture propagation.
• Multicycle dynamic models (Dynamic earthquake simulators) provide a means to
track heterogeneous fault stresses and thus explore different rupture behaviors
along a given fault system: address earthquake gate problems.
• Will these heterogeneous stresses be characterized in CSM?

• If yes, how?
• Integration of geodynamic models, long-term tectonic models, and short-term dynamic rupture
models and various observations may be a way to go.

• More interactions between CSM and dynamic rupture groups may be needed.

